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Abstract. In [1] it was shown that any partial (strictly) copositive matrix all
of whose diagonal entries are specified can be completed to a (strictly) copositive
matrix. In this note we show that every partial strictly copositive matrix (pos-
sibly with unspecified diagonal entries) can be completed to a strictly copositive
matrix, but there is an example of a partial copositive matrix with an unspecified
diagonal entry that cannot be completed to a copositive matrix.
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The real symmetric n× n matrix A is a strictly copositive matrix if vTAv > 0 for
all v ∈ Rn such that v ≥ 0 and v 6= 0; A is a copositive matrix if vTAv ≥ 0 for all
v ≥ 0 (v ≥ 0 means every entry of v is nonnegative). Copositive matrices have been
studied extensively; see [1] for more information.
A partial matrix is a square array in which some entries are specified and others are
not. (A conventional matrix, with all entries specified, and a matrix with no specified
entries are also considered partial matrices.) An unspecified entry is denoted by ?
or by xij . A completion of a partial matrix is a choice of values for the unspecified
entries.
The partial matrix B is a partial strictly copositive matrix (respectively, partial
copositive matrix) if every fully specified principal submatrix of B is a strictly copos-
itive matrix (respectively, copositive matrix) and whenever bij is specified then so is
bji and bji = bij .
In [1] it was shown that any partial (strictly) copositive matrix all of whose diagonal
entries are specified can be completed to a (strictly) copositive matrix. In this note
we address the issue of partial (strictly) copositive matrices with unspecified diagonal
entries. All matrices discussed are real and symmetric.
Algorithm 1. Let B =
[
x11 bT
b B1
]
be a partial strictly copositive n × n matrix
having all entries except the 1,1-entry specified. Let ‖ · ‖ be a vector norm. Complete
1
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B by choosing a value for x11 as follows:
β = min
y∈Rn−1,y≥0,‖y‖=1
bTy.(1)
γ = min
y∈Rn−1,y≥0,||y||=1
yTB1y.(2)
x11 >
β2
γ
.(3)
Theorem 2. Let B be a partial strictly copositive matrix having all entries except
the 1,1-entry specified. Any value of x11 chosen as in Algorithm 1 completes B to a
strictly copositive matrix.
Proof. The values β and γ are attained because a continuous function attains its
extreme values on a compact set. Thus γ > 0, since B1 is strictly copositive, and
x11 > 0. Let vT = [z,yT ] ≥ 0 and v 6= 0. If y = 0 then z > 0 and vTBv = x11z2 > 0.
If y 6= 0, we can scale v so that ‖y‖ = 1, without affecting whether vTBv > 0.
Then
vTBv = x11z2 + 2bTyz + yTB1y ≥ x11z2 + 2βz + γ > 0,
by the choice of x11. 
Corollary 3. Every partial strictly copositive matrix can be completed to a strictly
copositive matrix.
Proof. Let B be a partial strictly copositive matrix. If B contains one or more
unspecified diagonal entries, select such an entry xii and use Algorithm 1 (applied to
every principal submatrix completed by specification of xii) to choose a value for xii
large enough to ensure that every such principal submatrix of B is strictly copositive.
Repeat until all diagonal entries are specified. Then complete B as in [1], by setting
xij = xji =
√
biibjj , to obtain a strictly copositive matrix. 
Corollary 3 is false for copositive matrices.
Example 4. B =
[
? −1
−1 0
]
is a partial copositive matrix that cannot be completed
to a copositive matrix.
Example 4 is a special case of the next lemma (which establishes the assertion that
the given matrix cannot be completed to a copositive matrix).
Lemma 5. If a partial copositive matrix B contains a principal submatrix of the form[
? bT
b B1
]
(with all elements of b and B1 specified) and there exists y ≥ 0 such that
bTy < 0 and yTB1y = 0, then B cannot be completed to a copositive matrix.
Proof. Let B =
[
x11 bT
b B1
]
and suppose there exists a vector y ≥ 0 such that
bTy < 0 and yTB1y = 0. Choose a value for x11.
If x11 = 0, then with v =
[
1
y
]
, vTBv = 2bTy < 0.
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If x11 > 0, then for the vector v =
[−bTy
x11y
]
, vTBv = −x11(bTy)2 < 0. The result
follows since copositivity is inherited by principal submatrices. 
However, if all diagonal entries are unspecified, completion is possible.
Theorem 6. Let B be an n×n partial symmetric matrix having all diagonal entries
unspecified. Let bˆ = maxi,j |bij |. If B′ is the partial (or full) matrix obtained from B
by setting all diagonal entries of B to nbˆ, then B′ is a partial copositive matrix.
Proof. Let m ≤ n, let C ′ by an m×m fully specified principal submatrix of B′ and
let v = [v1, . . . , vm]T ≥ 0.
vTC ′v =
m∑
i=1
nbˆv2i + 2
m−1∑
i=1
m∑
j=i+1
bijvivj
≥
 m∑
i=1
nbˆv2i − 2
m−1∑
i=1
m∑
j=i+1
|bij |vivj

≥ bˆ
 m∑
i=1
nv2i − 2
m−1∑
i=1
m∑
j=i+1
vivj

> bˆ
 m∑
i=1
(m− 1)v2i − 2
m−1∑
i=1
m∑
j=i+1
vivj

≥ bˆ
m−1∑
i=1
m∑
j=i+1
(vi − vj)2

≥ 0.

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